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COMMUTANTS OF QUASISIMILAR SUBNORMAL
OPERATORS

MARC RAPHAEL

In this paper it is shown if two rationally cyclic subnormal operators
are quasisimilar, then they have naturally isomorphic commutants.

1. Introduction. An operator S o n a Hubert space 3f is subnormal
if there is a Hubert space X containing 3%* and a normal operator N on Jf
such that NJfc 3/e and S = N\Jί? (the restriction of N to 3f). The
weak* topology on &(Jf?) is the topology &(Jf?) has as the Banach space
dual of d8x{3^)9 the trace class operators [4].

An operator S in Sδ(J^) is rationally cyclic if there is an e in 34? such
that {r(S)e: r e Ratσ(S)} is dense in 3ff. (Notation: Rat σ(S) is the set
of rational functions with poles off σ(S), the spectrum of S; and e is
called a rationally cyclic vector for 5.) The commutant of 5 is the weak*
closed subalgebra of #(JP) defined by: {S}' == {A e ^ ( J f ) : ΛS = &4}.

A measure μ is always a compactly supported, positive, regular Borel
measure on the complex plane, C. If S is a rationally cyclic subnormal
operator then there exist a measure μ and a compact set K contaimng the
support of μ such that S is unitarily equivalent to S(K,μ), the operator
of multiplication by z on R2(K,μ) = the closure of Rat K in L2(μ) [4].
Yoshino's Theorem [4] states that the map from R2(K,μ) Π L°°(μ) onto
{ S(K, μ)}' given by φ -* φ(S(K, μ)) = multiplication by φ is an isomet-
ric isomorphism and a weak* homeomorphism. For / in L°°(μ), \\f\\μ

denotes the μ-essential supremum of /.
If Jίfx and Jί?2 are Hubert spaces, a bounded linear operator X:

3^x ~~» J^2 is said to be quasi-inυertible if it is injective and has dense
range. If Sj e ^f(Jίfj) (j = 1,2), then Sx is quasisimilar to ^ if there are
quasi-invertible operators X21: $fx ~* ^ and X12: 3^2 -> ̂  such that
^21^1 ^ ^2^21 a n ^ ^12^2 ^ * î̂ i2 Unlike similarity, quasisimilar opera-
tors need not have equal spectra [5], though their spectra cannot be
disjoint [5]. However, quasisimilar subnormal operators must have equal
spectra [1, 2, 3], and rationally cyclic ones have the same approximate
point spectra [6].
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2. The main result. It is proved in [3] that the weak* algebras

generated by quasisimilar subnormal operators are isometrically isomor-

phic and weak* homeomorphic via a natural map. Theorem 1 shows the

existence of a similar map between properly larger algebras, but carries

the additional hypothesis that the subnormal operators be rationally

cyclic. Some restrictive hypothesis on the subnormal operators is neces-

sary since there is an example of an irreducible subnormal operator

similar to a reducible one (p. 276, [4]).

THEOREM 1. If Sλ and S2 are quasisimilar rationally cyclic subnormal

operators, then there exists an isometric isomorphism and weak* homeomor-

phism Λ: {Sλy -> {S2}' such that Λ ^ S Ί ) ) = r(S2) for all r in Ratσ(SΊ).

Theorem 1 answers an open question posed on page 225 of [4]. Its

proof follows from several preliminary results and is postposed until the

end of this paper.

The following proposition is essentially the same as Proposition 4.1 of

[3]. Its statement and proof for the rationally cyclic case are included here

since there will be need for recourse to them later.

PROPOSITION 2 (Conway, [4]). Suppose Sλ and S2 are rationally cyclic

quasisimilar subnormal operators. Then, for i = 1, 2, there exist measures

μt such that Si is unitarily equivalent to S{σ(Si),μι), constants c/? and φ in

R2(σ(Sι),μ1) Π LTiμJ such that:

(a) \φr\ r e Ratσ^)} is dense in R2(σ(Sι), Mi);
(b) for every r in Rat K,

\φ\ \r\ dμλ<j \r\ dμ2<cιj \r\ dμΎ.

Proof. Let Yt: Jίfj'-> Jίft be quasi-invertible operators such that

YijSj = SiYij. If eλ is a rationally cyclic vector for Sv then it follows that

e2 = Y2ι^ι is a rationally cyclic vector for S2. Choose measure /xy and

isomorphisms £/: Jίζ-* R2(σ(Sj), μj with U^ = 1 and UjSjUf1 =

SWS^μj) (p. 146 [4]). Let XtJ = UJ^U;1. So Xιf. i?2(σ(5 ;),μ7) -+

R2{σ{Si),μι) is quasi-invertible. Moreover, it is straightforward to verify

that X/75(σ(5y),μy) = S(a(Sχμi)XιΓ

If r e R a t σ ί ^ ) , then

X2lr = X2lr(S(σ(Sι),μι))l = r{S(σ(S2), μ2))X21l

= r(S(σ(5 2 ),μ 2 ))t/ 2 y 2 1 ^ = r(S(σ(S 2 ) ,μ 2 )) l = r.

If cγ = ||X>iH2> this shows that j\r\2dμ2 < c1j\r\2dμι.
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To find the constant c2, notice that XuX2ι commutes with
S(σ(SΊ),Mi). By Yoshino's Theorem there exists φ in R2(σ(Sι),μι) Π
L°°(μ^) such that XnX2ιf = Φf for every / in R^σiSJ, μx). Hence for r
in Ratσ(52), φr = XX2X21r = X12r. Let c2 = | |Z 1 2 |Γ 2 . D

The next two results are the keys to establishing Theorem 1.

PROPOSITION 3. // Sx and S2 are similar rationally cyclic subnormal
operators, then the conclusion of Theorem 1 is valid.

Proof. Let X: Jfλ -> Jf2 be an invertible bounded linear operator
such that S2 = XSXX~\ If A e {Sλ}' it is easy to see that XAX~ι e {S2}'.
Define Λ: {S^}' -> {S2}' by Λ̂ 4 = XAX~ι. It is easy to verify that Λ is
onto {S2}' and an algebra isomorphism. By Yoshino's Theorem A and
A A are subnormal operators. Since A and A A are similar, they have the
same spectra; hence ||Λl|| = ||ΛΛ||.

Suppose (v4α}c{5' 1} /isa net converging weak* to A in {S^}'. Let
). Then

^ t r ( Z ^ I X l ) = tr(TXAX~ι) =

This shows Λ is weak* continuous. Since Λ(r(S'1)) = r(S2) for all r in
Rat σ(5χ), the proof is complete. G

SIMPLIFICATION THEOREM 4. For i = 1, 2 let μt be a measure and K be
a compact subset of C such that the support of μi is contained in K. Suppose
φ G ^(K.μ^ΠL^iμ^ and {φr: r e R a t ϋ : } is densein R2{K,μx).

If the bounded linear operators X\x\ R2(K9 μj -> R2(K, μ2) and Xf2:
R2(K,μ2) -* R2(K,μι) are quasi-inυertible and satisfy

(a) X\λr == rfor all r in Rat K
(b) Xf2r = φr for all r in RatiΓ,

then A: R^K^μJ Π L°°(μi) -> R2(K,μ2) Π L°°(μ2), defined by

15 ̂ w isometric isomorphism and a weak* homeomorphism.

The author does not know if the map in Theorem 1 is uniquely
determined by the condition that r(S1) *-* r(S2) for all r in Ratσ(5'1).
Couched in terms of the Simplification Theorem, it is easy to see that the
aforementioned map is unique if the following query has an affirmative
answer.
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If Λ: R2(K,μ) Π L°°(μ) -> R2(K,μ) Π L°°(μ) is an isometric iso-
moφhism and a weak* homeomorphism that is the identity map when
restricted to Rat K, then must Λ be the identity map on R2(K9μ) Π

Two lemmas are now stated and proved. They are used in the proof of
the Simplification Theorem.

LEMMA 5. Assume the hypothesis of Simplification Theorem 4 with the
exception that X\x need not be bounded on RatiΓ. Then for all f in
R2{K,μ2) Π L°°(μ2) and all non-negative integers n,

(6) X&f" = (Xΐif)" • Φ1"1 H-a.e.

Consequently, Xf2 maps R2(K,μ2) (Ί L°°(μ2) into R2(K,μ1) Π Z.00(/x1)

uand \\Xt2f\\μι

Proof. Equation (6) will be shown by induction on n. If n = 1 then
(6) certainly holds. Suppose (6) is true for 1 < k < n. To show that (6)
holds for k = n + 1, let f<ER2(K,μ2) Π L°°(μ2) and let {rs} and {qm}
be sequences in R a t # such that rs-+f in L2(μ2) and qm-^fn in
L2(/x2). Then

+ 1 = lim XUfqm)= Mm {jf?2( Km r, i m)}
m^>co m—> oo V v ^ - ^ o o 7 /

= lim {ήrm( lim *&/•,)} = φ ^ ί Urn

where all limits are taken in the appropriate ZΛspace and the induction
hypothesis is used to obtain the next to last equality. This substantiates
(6).

In order to obtain the norm estimate involving Xf2 let / e R2(K, μ2)
. oilier j - ^ υ m i

bounded, it follows from (6) that
Π L°°(/i2) such that | |/ | |μ 2 < 1. Since /" -» 0 in L2(μ2) and Xf2 is

as n - oo. Hence | * * / | < |φ| Ml-a.e.; so ||Xf2/||μi < | |φ| |μ i Since ||/||M2

< 1, it follow easily that ||A?2/|| f t < IIΦH ÎI/H^ for aU / in i? 2 (^,μ 2 ) Π
D
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LEMMA 7. Assume the hypothesis and notation of Simplification Theo-
rem 4. Then A is an isometry on R2{K,μx) Π L 0 0 ^ ) , and X\x(fg) =
(*2i/)(*2iS) wheneverfeR2(K,μι) Π L«(Ml)

 2

Proof, Let {gΛ) be a sequence in Rat ΛΓ such that grt --» g in L2(μx).
Then

Letting π -> oo shows that X\x{fg) = (A
It follows from Lemma 5 with φ = 1 that HX^/H^ < | |/ | |μ i when

/ e R2(K, μλ) Π L^ίμ^. To show the desired reverse inequality, it may be
assumed that \\X\J\\μ2 < 1 and | |φ| |μ i = 1.

Let {Γy) be a sequence in Rat i£ such that rs -» / in L2(μx). Then

r, = φf,

where all limits are in L2(μ1). So, for n > 1, it follows easily from (6) that

4 ( 4 / ) t t = Φ f Mi-a.e.

Since, by the last part of Lemma 5, \\Xΐ2(Xι

21f)
n\\μι < I l(^i/)ΊU 2 ^ 0 as

n -* oo, it must be that \\f\\H < 1. This completes the proof of Lem-
ma 7. ' α

Proof of Simplification Theorem 4. By Lemma 7 and the Krein-Smulian
Theorem, it suffices to show Λ is onto R2(K,μ2) Π L°°(μ2)

 a n d weak*
continuous. By the proof of Proposition 2 it is possible to do the
following: choose measures vt (i = 1, 2) so that if Tt = S(Ky vt) and
iS,- = S{K,μi), then 5f and 7) are unitarily equivalent; and the operators
defined by

y1

1

2:Λ
2(Λ:,^)->iί2(Λ:,i'1)

r •-> r, and

r •-> λr

are quasi-invertible. (Here λ is a fixed member of R2(K,v2) Π L 0 0 ^ )
and r e Rat JSΓ.)

In order to prove that Λ is onto R2(K, μ2) Π L°°(μ2) it is shown that
XliYf = f for all / in R2(K,μ2) Π L°°(/x2), where 7 = / i ^ ^ a n d A:

R2(K, v2) Π L°°(P2) are the "identity" maps in the proof of Proposition 3.
Since Sx and Tx are unitarily equivalent operators there exist an

isomorphism V: R2{K,vx) -> R2(K,μλ) and Ψ & R2(K,μι) such that
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Vr = Ψr for all r in Rat K. Given / in R2(K, μ2) Π L°°(μ2) let {rs] be a
sequence in Rat K such that

(8) rs -> / = / 2 / in L2(v2) and p2-a.e., and

Then,

= Urn [*2\Frs] = lim

In the above equation, Lemma 7 is used in the first and fourth equality.
All limits are in L2(μ2) and are justifiable by (8). Since X\^ί Φ 0 μ2-a.e.,
it follows that X\λYf = f.

To finish the proof note that Sx and T = S(K, μλ + μ2) are similar
via W: R2(Kyμι) -> R2{K,μι + μ2), where ίΓr = r for all r in RatΛΓ.
Since Z: R2(K,μ1 + μ2) Π ̂ ( ^ + μ2) -> R2(K,μ2) Π L°°(μ2) defined
by Zf = f is weak* continuous, it follows from Proposition 3 that
Λ = ZW\R2(K, μλ) Π L 0 0 ^ ) is also weak* continuous. D

The proof of Theorem 1 can now be given. By Proposition 2 and the
Simplification Theorem, there exist measures μt (i = 1, 2) such that S,-
and SίσίS,-),/*/) are unitarily equivalent and {iS(σ(S'|.),μJ )}/ satisfy the
conclusion of the Simplification Theorem. An application of Proposition 3
completes the proof. D
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